
Item no.: 382646

40956 - A-MIMO-0003-V2-12 white 2-in-1 marine vehicle antenna 2x 5GLTE 410-3800

from 157,18 EUR
Item no.: 382646

shipping weight: 1.30 kg
Manufacturer: Poynting

Product Description
Poynting A-MIMO-0003-V2-12 white, 2-in-1 marine/vehicle antenna, 2x 5G/LTE 410-3800 MHz, 2m cable, SMA(m)2 IN 1 FUTURE PROOF HIGH PERFORMANCE MULTI
FREQUENCY ANTENNA 450MHZ-470MHZ, 698MHZ-960MHZ, 1710MHZ-2700MHZ MAX GAIN: 6.0 DBIBackwards compatible with 3G and 2G technologies- 2x MIMO LTE-
Robust antenna- Vandal and waterproof- Increased connectivity stabilityThe MIMO-3-02 contains 2 antennas in a single antenna housing and offers 2x Cellular. The 2x Cellular
MIMO antennas (for 2G/3G/4G) cover the 698MHz to 2700MHz band, as well as the 450MHz band, which is becoming increasingly popular with the various international network
operators for LTE. This antenna is capable of handling future mobile technologies such as 5G due to its broadband capabilities and provides a versatile antenna that can be used
across different operators and technologies.Poynting Antennas certifies both the fire retardant cables used in the manufacture of its antennas and cable assemblies, as well as the
complete MIMO-1 antenna range for the EMC ECE R10.04 - E10 mark. This means that Poynting antennas and cable assemblies can be used without hesitation in buses and other
vehicle installations.Poynting Antennas has thus confirmed that all cables used by Poynting Antennas for the MIMO-1 and (new) MIMO-3 antenna series, as well as the following
cable assemblies: CAB-118, CAB-119, CAB-124, CAB-121, CAB-122 and CAB-123, fulfil the requirements of ECE R118.2.ECE-R 118 is a European Union directive that regulates
the flammability of materials in passenger cars. This is a requirement that is demanded by the bus industry. Poynting antennas have always used cables of a quality that fulfils the
requirements of this directive. This has now been confirmed by the positive testing and certification by the German certification institute SGE, based in Munich. Poynting antennas
and cable sets can therefore be used in buses and other vehicle installations without hesitation.
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